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Abstract: Nowadays, cold technology for asphalt pavement in the field of road construction 

is considered as an alternative solution to conventional procedures from both an economic 

and environmental point of view. Among these techniques, bituminous slurry surfacing is 

obtaining an important role due to the properties of the obtained wearing course. The 

functional performance of this type of surfaces is directly related to its rough texture. 

Nevertheless, this parameter has a significant influence on the tire/road noise generation. To 

reduce this undesirable effect on the sound performance, new designs of elastic bituminous 

slurries have been developed. Within the FENIX project, this work presents the acoustical 

characterization of an experimental bituminous slurry with crumb rubber from wasted 

automobile tires incorporated by the dry process. The obtained results show that, under 

controlled operational parameters, the close proximity sound levels associated to the 

experimental slurry are considerably lower than those emitted by a conventional slurry 

wearing course. However, after one year of supporting traffic loads and different weather 

conditions, the evaluated bituminous slurry, although it conserves the original noise 

reduction properties in relation to the conventional one, noticeably increases the generated 
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sound emission. Therefore, it is required to continue improving the design of experimental 

surfaces in order to enhance its long-term performance. 

Keywords: bituminous slurry surfacing; acoustic characterization; crumb rubber; dry process; 

noise reduction properties; tire/road close proximity; close proximity (CPX) method 

 

1. Introduction 

Cold microsurfacing and slurry surfacing are considered as one of the efficient pavement technology 

from both economic and ecological points of view, mainly due to their single application at low 

temperature. They consist of a mixture of high-quality mineral aggregate and bitumen emulsion 

stabilized by the addition of an emulsifier which is uniformly spread in a thin layer over a properly 

prepared surface. The difference between the two designs is that whereas slurry surfacing uses slightly 

smaller aggregates, microsurfacing can incorporate polymer modified bitumen in order to improve the 

cohesion of a mixture with aggregates up to 10 mm [1]. Traditionally, bituminous slurry has been widely 

used as a maintenance and rehabilitation treatments for road surfaces without structural defects to 

prolong the service life of the pavements, filling cracks and sealing against atmospheric agents 

preventing water intrusion, with a fast application process and minimal influence on the traffic. 

Furthermore, after improvements over several years, this cold technology is currently even used as a 

wearing course on roads with lower traffic requirements, offering worthy technical properties such as a 

high skid-resistance owing to its rough texture [2–4]. Nevertheless, the texture of a slurry wearing course 

is turning into a problem presenting a negative effect on the acoustic behavior, increasing impacts and 

vibrational mechanisms generated in the contact between tire and surface and, therefore, the emitted 

noise [5–8]. One solution which is being researched in order to reduce the so-called tire/road noise, is the 

development of more elastic surfaces to minimize the impact effect through the incorporation of crumb 

rubber (CR) from wasted automobile tires. In the last decades, various technical and scientific studies 

have reported that the addition of CR and other polymers improves mechanical properties of the road 

surface, such as permanent deformation, stiffness or reflective and thermal cracking [9–13]. Usually, the 

incorporation of CR as modifier of the bituminous binder, via the wet process, has reflected an 

improvement of the acoustic performance of the asphalt roads, obtaining a decreasing of the generated 

sound levels in relation to the percentage of rubber employed in the binder and/or the maximum 

aggregate size (macrotexture) used in the mixture [14–17]. Another procedure to incorporate the CR is 

via the dry process, partially replacing the mineral aggregates in the grading and mixing prior to the 

addition of the bituminous binder [11,16,18]. Different designs, such as Rubit™ in Sweden and 

Plusride™ in the USA, have presented promising results reflecting a good sound behavior [19,20]. 

Although the dry process presents some advantages in relation to the wet process, concerning the cost 

involved and the higher amount of rubber to be used [21,22], the research has been concentrated mainly 

on the wet process. This choice could be explained by the irregular performance along its service life of 

some experimental sections with CR introduced by the dry process [23]. 

The present work summarizes the main results of the acoustical characterization of a test section with 

a new experimental design of a bituminous slurry with CR incorporated by the dry process. The study 
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has been carried out by the Laboratory of Acoustics Applied to Civil Engineering (LA2IC) of the 

University of Castilla-La Mancha (UCLM) through close proximity (CPX) measurements with the 

semi-anechoic chamber Tiresonic Mk4-LA2IC [16] over the test section during its first year of service in 

order to evaluate its acoustical properties. 

This experimental work was performed in the area of safety and comfort in asphalt roads within the 

FENIX Project framework (‘‘Strategic Research on Safer and More Sustainable Road”) that has been 

undertaken in Spain [24]. The FENIX Project is the greatest effort in the research and development of 

road paving made in Europe to date. It has been structured around the following main research lines: 

warm mixtures, perpetual pavements, recycling (cold and hot), by-products, safety and comfort, 

nanomaterials, low energy consumption plants and fluidized bed. 

2. Experimental Set up 

2.1. Test Section and Slurry Surface 

After different previous laboratory works and analysis of the obtained results, ELSAN Company 

layered a conventional slurry wearing course of 6 mm maximum aggregate size [1] from siliceous nature 

with a bituminous emulsion type C60BP5 MIC (CE denomination), between the KP 54+700 and the  

KP 70+100 of the road CM-4106 in the region of Ciudad Real (Spain). In this road, the same slurry 

design with CR from waste tires as an experimental section of 400 m long around the KP 68+000 was 

layered. The GPS coordinates of the test track are shown in Figure 1. This experimental surface 

incorporates 7% of CR by weight of aggregates by the dry process. The particles of rubber in the 

experimental design present a size inside the range of 2/4 mm and they are incorporated at ambient 

temperature, so none chemical reaction happens, performing only as a different fraction of the mineral 

aggregates. Figure 2 shows representative pictures of the surface texture of the different mixtures at the 

test section. 

Figure 1. Location (GPS coordinates) of the test section at the road CM-4106 (Spain) with 

the different road surfaces evaluated. 
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Figure 2. Representative photographs of the bituminous slurry wearing courses 

conventional (a) and experimental with crumb rubber (b). 

 
(a) (b) 

The first acoustic geo-auscultation of the experimental track with CR slurry was carried out two 

months after its construction and opening to traffic. Moreover, in order to assess the effect of the 

supported traffic on the conservation of the experimental CR surface, and thus on its acoustic behavior, 

another characterization was carried out one year later. Regarding this analysis it is essential to remark 

that the test road supports a low-traffic volume of approximately 710 vehicles per day, with 5% of these 

being heavy vehicles (Spanish General Road Office’s database). 

In acoustic characterizations of different road surfaces, the pavement temperature is one important 

parameter to take into account to be able to compare their noise levels. The obtained sound performance 

of a same surface can vary in a ratio of 0.06 dB(A)/°C due to the influence of the surface temperature [25]. 

Hence, it is necessary to accomplish the acoustic characterizations at the same surface temperature or 

introduce a correction temperature factor for a proper comparison of the behaviors of different pavements 

or maintenance states. In this aspect, in the present work the two acoustic geo-auscultations were carried 

out at the same temperature, within a range of 17–18 °C; thus, the influence of the temperature on the 

analysis should be considered negligible. 

2.2. Measurement Equipment 

The measurements of the tire/road noise were carried out following the CPX methodology used in 

previous acoustic characterizations of road surfaces [16,25]. Trailer Tiresonic Mk4-LA2IC (Figure 3) is 

made up of a semi-anechoic chamber which isolates tire/pavement sound from the external traffic or 

wind noises, in a frequency range of 300 to 4000 Hz where the traffic noise emission is focused. The 

CPX method provides a measure of tire/road sound levels (LCPtr) in close proximity to the contact patch, 

and should provide insight into the acoustical characterization of asphalt pavements. The A-weighted 

pressure levels emitted by the rolling of a reference tire are continuously measured every 0.4 s by two 

BSWA MP201 1/2 in. microphones located close to the tire in the frequency range from 200 Hz to 

16 kHz. The microphones placed inside the semi-anechoic chamber are located at a horizontal distance 

of 20 cm from the plane of the nearest tire sidewall and at a height of 10 cm above the road pavement 

surface. Front (FM) and rear (RM) microphones are positioned at angles of 45 and 135 deg to the rolling 

direction, respectively. A portable NI Compact Rio control and acquisition system with a four channel 

module and a cRio mobile module for global position determination are used to geo-register continuously 

the close proximity sound levels. In this study, the reference tire was a Pirelli P6000 205/55 R16 with an 
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inflated pressure in cold conditions of 240 kPa. Before test measurements, the reference tire was warmed 

up by driving for more than 20 min and the sensitivity of the whole acoustic measurement set up was 

checked with an acoustic calibrator 4231 B&K before and after the measurements over the tested road 

surface. An optical tachometer is used during the test to measure the instantaneous vehicle speed. For 

this evaluation, the measurements were carried out at a reference speed of 80 km/h. Knowing that the 

rolling speed has a high influence on the emitted sound levels, the vehicle cruise control system was used 

to maintain automatically the steady reference speed. Moreover, in this case, as consequence of the 

operational difficulties to develop the specific measurements in order to obtain an associated speed 

constant factor (B) for the test surfaces, a general constant B = 30 has been taken to correct the possible 

speed deviations of the reference speed [16,25]. 

Figure 3. Tiresonic Mk4-LA2IC for acoustic characterization of road surfaces and detail  

of the microphone positions in the close proximity of a reference tire inside the 

semi-anechoic chamber. 

 

After one year, a second test of measurements was carried out in order to evaluate the evolution of the 

pavement. All the operational parameters were kept constant using in this analysis the same reference 

tire (with less than 100 km of working). In this second set of measurement the CPX sound levels were 

measured every 0.2 s. 

As the texture is one of the most important parameters in the sound emission during the interaction 

between the tire and the surface of the road, geo-referenced measurements of macrotexture (wavelengths 

ranging from 0.5 mm to 50 mm) were also carried out to correlate them with the close proximity sound 

levels. The evaluation of the surface macrotexture was accomplished with a laser texture scanner system 

produced by Ames Engineering. The portable system is designed to measure in situ sections of pavement 

of 7 cm × 10 cm. The texture scanner is a stand-alone unit that can be placed on the surface on three point 

contact feet. This laser scanner allows the representative parameter MPD (Mean Profile Depth) to be 

measured [26] through the multiple lines scanning for the patch of surface directly under the scanner. To 

achieve a representative value of MPD, different measurements were carried out along the test segments, 

whereby global position coordinates were logged by means of an integrated GPS receiver. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Surface Texture 

As previously it has been said, the macrotexture is a determinant factor that has a significant effect on 

tire/road sound emission. In this sense, this parameter mainly affects the vibrational mechanisms, 

increasing or decreasing vibrations generated by the contact between tire and surface, and indirectly it 

could influence on aerodynamic mechanisms throughout sound dispersion phenomena. Originally, this 

property is related to the maximum aggregate size used in the design of the asphalt mixture. However, 

the lay-down of the mixture and its compaction define the final profile of the surface. Afterwards, the 

supported traffic as well as the weather conditions will influence on its ageing and state of conservation. 

Therefore, before presenting any sound result, it is important to characterize the surface texture in order 

to compare the different slurry surfaces studied in this work. Table 1 presents the different MPD indexes 

associated to the surface with CR and the conventional surfaces (A and B) placed just before and after 

the experimental section. Besides, the parameters obtained after one year for these dense surfaces are 

also shown. 

Table 1. Mean Profile Depth (MPD) index obtained from macrotexture measurements at 

different points on the analyzed test sections. 

MPD (mm) Conventional Slurry A CR Slurry Conventional Slurry B 

Initial 1.25 2.70 1.50 
After one year 1.20 2.80 – 

Observing the results, it is important to remark that the experimental surface presents an unusually 

high value compared to a conventional bituminous slurry surfaces. This fact can be due to the randomly 

spreading and orientation of the rubber particles in and along the surface. Attending to the evolution of 

the texture after one year of service life, it is also unexpected that the different evaluated surfaces 

conserve their macrotextures, presenting quite constant MPD results what reflects the optimal 

performance of this type of surfaces under traffic requirements. 

3.2. CPX Sound Levels 

In this section, the results of the measurements carried out to evaluate the influence of the CR as part 

of the aggregate on the acoustic behavior of the experimental bituminous slurry are presented. First of 

all, the evolution of the instantaneous close proximity sound levels throughout the kilometric points of 

the test track at a reference speed of 80 km/h (LCPtr,80 km/h (t)) associated with the conventional and 

experimental segments are shown in Figure 4. The resulted sound profile of the slurry surface with CR 

can be compared with the profiles of the surfaces layered just before (A) and after (B) the experimental 

area. Regardless of the registered acoustical variability [27], it can be observed that the experimental CR 

slurry presents lower close proximity sound levels that the conventional design. Attending to the 

surfaces placed before and after the experimental section, it is reflected that despite being the same 

bituminous design, the emitted sound levels seem to be different. Usually, this difference can be due to 

slight differences in construction or state of conservation. In this case, it is relevant to remark that the 
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section after the rubberized experimental area coincides with the access to the residence area of the 

closer town what implies a reduction on the driving speed. These deceleration zones have to support 

different traffic loads and thus, they can be worn in a different scale. Considering this fact, in this study 

the conventional surface before the experimental section (A) has been selected as the reference one. 

Figure 4. Tiresonic Mk4-LA2IC for acoustic characterization of road surfaces and detail  

of the microphone positions in the close proximity of a reference tire inside the 

semi-anechoic chamber. 

 

To make easier a general analysis, Table 2 summarizes the characteristic close proximity level 

(LCPtr,80 km/h), the acoustical variability (σ) and the total range of variation (∆) of each evaluated segment. 

Whereas the profiles shown in Figure 4 correspond to single measurements, these characteristics 

parameters are obtained as average from different measurements. 

Table 2. Characteristic close proximity level (LCPtr,80 km/h), acoustical variability (σ) and total 

range of variation (∆) associated to the studied surfaces. 

vref 80 km/h 
Initial After One Year 

LCPtr dB(A) σ dB(A) ∆ dB(A) LCPtr dB(A) σ dB(A) ∆ dB(A)

Conventional slurry A (reference) 96.6 0.6 2.0 98.3 0.8 3.1 
CR Slurry 95.2 0.8 2.6 97.3 0.8 3.0 

Conventional slurry B 98.2 0.9 3.3 99.4 0.7 3.1 

Analyzing the characteristic acoustic parameters, it can be seen that, two months after its 

construction, the experimental surface with CR as part of aggregates generates on average 1.4 dB(A) less 

than a conventional slurry design. This difference can reach values higher than 2.5 dB(A) in some 

evaluated points. Although a similar effect was already obtained for gap-graded asphalt mixtures [16], 

now this fact confirms that slurry surfaces, which usually present poor acoustical performance due to its 

rough texture, can reduce the sound emission incorporating crumb rubber particles, even when the 

measured texture is higher. 

The acoustical variability (σ) and the total range of variation (∆) are aspects to be considered in an 

acoustic assessment of pavement surfaces [16,27]. The standard deviations around the mean and the 
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difference between the lowest and the highest close proximity sound levels quantify the longitudinal 

surface homogeneity remarking punctual differences that can be found along the test sections in order to 

indicate the suitability of the surface and its construction technique from acoustical standpoint. On the 

other hand, considering the temporal evolution, this information allows the identification of different 

states of maintenance of pavement surfaces. In this line, the experimental and the conventional surface 

present a variability less than 1.0 dB(A) and a total range of variation around 3 dB(A), even after one 

year of service. Attending to the results presented by Paje et al. [16], where different asphalt surfaces 

with CR were also studied, it can be observed that the evaluated bituminous slurries present a good 

acoustical homogeneity. However, the punctual differences along the test sections found in both studies 

show that the technique of incorporation of CR in asphalt mixtures and bituminous slurries by the dry 

process has to be improved. 

Regularly, slurries as rolling surface are placed on roads which are not required to support heavy 

traffic conditions due to its special design. For this reason, a second set of measurements was carried out 

after one year in order to analyze the evolution of the studied surfaces and their acoustical properties. 

Figure 4 and Table 2 show the close proximity sound levels generated and the characteristic acoustical 

parameters associated to the different surfaces, respectively. The results registered after one year since 

the first acoustic characterization reveal that the different characteristic close proximity levels have 

significantly increased and the experimental rubberized slurry has lost sound reduction effect compared 

to the conventional surface. The original difference of 1.4 dB(A) has been reduced to 1.0 dB(A). The 

increase of the close proximity sound levels associated to the bituminous slurry with crumb rubber could 

be related to the loss of rubber particles from the surface [22], decreasing the damping effect over the 

impacts and vibrations. Nonetheless, the increase of the sound levels generated by the conventional 

surface and the conservation of the initial textures could be informing about the alteration of other 

surface properties which also influence on the acoustic performance. This fact is checked in the next 

section where the analysis of the sound spectra can give relevant information about the different 

generation mechanisms involved in the tire/road noise. 

3.3. CPX Sound Spectra 

In this section, In order to understand the mechanisms related to the interaction between the reference 

tire and the evaluated surfaces, the sound emission during the rolling process at 80 km/h was analyzed in 

1/3-octave band between 200 Hz and 16 kHz. Analyzing these sound spectra, the influence of the two 

main groups of mechanisms on the sound generation can be determined, since impacts and vibration 

mechanisms are related to low and medium frequencies (below 1 kHz) and aerodynamic mechanisms are 

associated to higher frequencies (above 1 kHz). In this sense, Figure 5 presents the characteristic close 

proximity sound spectra associated to the experimental and the conventional surfaces. It can be observed 

that the incorporation of CR have no significant effect on sound levels at frequencies above 1 kHz, 

usually associated to air-pumping and other mechanisms related to the flow of air in and around the tread 

grooves of the tires, what was expected since both of them are dense surfaces. Nevertheless, noticeable 

differences are found in the range below 2 kHz, such as those found in other asphalt surfaces with CR 

added by the dry process [16]. In this area, related to vibrational mechanisms, the CPX sound levels 

emitted by the rubberized slurry are lower than those emitted by the conventional surface. Therefore, it 
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can be concluded that the reduction of the impacts effect, due to crumb rubber incorporation, can be the 

main reason for the decrease in the sound emission generated over the experimental surface [28]. 

Figure 5. Comparison of the representative close proximity noise spectra of the different test 

sections for the reference speed (vref = 80 km/h). 

 

The evolution of the generation mechanisms after one year of service has been also analyzed. In this 

sense, in Figure 6 the first obtained close proximity sound spectrum associated to the surface with CR is 

compared to the spectrum obtained from the second set of measurements. Analyzing the figure, it can be 

observed that the shape of the spectra is quite similar, but after one year, the intensity of the close 

proximity levels has increased along the evaluated range of frequencies. This means that the ageing has 

effect on the different generation and propagation mechanisms. Previous studies [13] have reported that 

the addition of CR to asphalt mixes, especially by the dry process, increases their stiffness modulus. In 

this line, the obtained results indicate that it is possible that a higher stiffness due to ageing can be the 

surface property with more influence on the acoustic performance of the slurry surfaces evaluated in 

this study. 

Figure 6. Time evolution of tire/road noise. Spectra at a reference speed of 80 km/h 

associated to the experimental bituminous slurry with crumb rubber. 
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4. Conclusions 

The analysis of the results obtained from the acoustic characterization of a new design of bituminous 

slurry, which incorporates crumb rubber by the dry process, as experimental wearing course has been 

presented in this work. Two different sets of measurements were carried out with the trailer Tiresonic 

Mk4-LA2IC in order to evaluate the close proximity sound generated by the interaction between the 

reference tire and the rubberized slurry and its temporal evolution after one year of traffic service. The 

results show that the experimental slurry emits lower close proximity sound levels at 80 km/h compared 

to the conventional surface. Analyzing the mechanisms of generation by means of the associated sound 

spectra, it can be observed that, despite presenting a rougher surface macrotexture, the studied surface 

with crumb rubber has a considerable influence on the vibration mechanisms reducing the effect of the 

impacts. This aspect reflects that the improvement of the acoustic performance is related to the 

incorporation of crumb rubber since a more elastic wearing course is obtained. The second set of 

measurements carried out after one year indicates that the noise reduction properties of the rubberized 

slurry in relation to the conventional surface are kept quite constant, decreasing the original difference 

from 1.4 dB(A) to 1.0 dB(A). Nevertheless, it seems important to remark that the close proximity sound 

levels registered have significantly increased. Considering that the shapes of the associated sound 

generation spectra are quite similar and the macrotexture presents constant values, and that the different 

measurements were accomplished under controlled operational parameters (measurement equipment 

and temperature), it is possible that the increase of the sound levels is related to an increase of the surface 

stiffness due to an early ageing. 

Thus, once the feasibility of the new design with crumb rubber as alternative to the conventional 

slurry surfacing has been checked, it is necessary to study in more detail its long-term performance and 

where to place these special surfaces. Furthermore, new experimental designs with varying size and 

content of crumb rubber, bituminous emulsions or even subgrades layers are required to investigate their 

influence in order to enhance the acoustic performance. 
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